family friendly • local guides • paddle-boarding • adventure • trekking • bird-watching • specialty charters • dive referral • remote cultures • relaxation

Tours-At-A-Glance
Three opportunities to experience the world famous Komodo Islands
• Wonderful Komodo: This is a 4-day taste of life on the beautiful Indonesian waters and
perfect as an add-on or extension to a larger trip. What can we say….Komodo Dragons, snorkeling, paddle-boarding, vistas, fantastic food, fun and time to relax. Perfection.
• Dances, Dragons and Magical Lakes: Take 7-days instead of four and really get to know
the area. This itinerary is refreshed and ready to escort guests deeper into the natural beauty
and local charm of the Komodo Archipelago. Including…Komodo Dragons, swimming in waterfalls, black sands beaches, local traditions and an array of pristine and often uninhabited snorkeling stops….oh, and of course, fantastic food, fun and plenty of time to relax and enjoy the
splendor.
• Bali & Beyond Exotic Islands: This is our 9-day ultimate tour of the Komodo archipelago.
Mixing all of the above into one amazing adventure where guests gain an intimate knowledge
and understanding of the islands in the park. This includes more time in the water, additional
excursions on land and a deeper level of relaxation as guests truly get away from it all.

Two Boats, 17,000 Islands….Let’s get started…
Discover Real Indonesia
Our Award-Winning Expert Led Cruises
• East Indies Spice Exploration: Author and spice trade historian Ian Burnet takes guests
on a trip back in time illuminating colonial Indonesia and it’s beginnings in the 17th century.
Visit spice orchards, village markets, and the remaining spice sultanates as well as swim and
snorkel the unparalleled coral reefs. This is the perfect combination of adventure, education
and relaxation.
• Wallace Trails & Sails: Naturalist Expedition: This NatGeo Award-Winning Tour of a
Lifetime brings guests face to face with all the natural beauty of Indonesia as well as the life
and observations of Alfred Russell Wallace. Curated and led by the inimitable Dr. Tony Whitten (FFI) guests will experience unique landscapes, snorkel the diverse tropical waters, jungle
waterfalls, bird watching following the red bird of paradise, ancient cave art, local customs and
much more.
• Ubud Writers & Readers Festival: Culinary wizard Janet deNeefe hosts this 6-day precruise celebration of the Ubud Writers & Readers Festival with special guests Lonely Planet
guidebook founders Tony and Maureen Wheeler. Revel in the sharing of ideas, fantastic local
flavors, artistic endeavors, and the classic SeaTrek offerings of snorkeling, paddle-boarding and
kayaking amongst the natural wonders of the islands.

• Spice Routes/Spice Wars: This excursion follows the original maritime routes of the colonial spice traders in Indonesia visiting little known outposts, still operating sultanates, tribal
villages, spice markets and the remaining relics of the 17th century traders. Learn from expert Ian Burnet while also relaxing, cruising and dipping into the pristine and diverse waters
of Indonesia.
• A Circle of Spice Culinary Adventure with Janet deNeefe: We are sold out in 2015,
book now for 2016. Travel the islands shopping local markets, buying fresh fish right off the
boat, preparing vibrantly flavored meals, learning Indonesian culinary methods all while relaxing and sharing with fellow epicures. Oh, and yes, lots of snorkeling, kayaking and enjoying the natural wonders as well.
• Tribal Weaving: Textile experts Sue and David Richardson guide guests inside the customs and traditions of local tribes, some quite remote, to witness weaving techniques passed
down for generations. Villagers don their wares and share them with our guests in an incredible display of artistry and craftsmanship.

Exciting New Offerings
• 2016 Solar Eclipse Cruise: Our ship the Ombak Putih will be right in the path of the full
solar eclipse on March 9, 2016. Witness this awesome event on this specially curated 12-day
cruise with navigational/maritime expert, Jeffrey Mellefont. Let the stars be your guide as we
traverse the seas, snorkel the diverse waters, take in uninhabited beaches and great volcanic
vistas on this once in a lifetime tour.
• Wallace Trails and Sails III: Alexander Reeuwijk will shepherd guests through the
trails and sails of Wallace as he did exploring Indonesia for three months while working on
his book “Travel Between the Lines; Across Indonesia with Alfred Russell Wallace” (2013) Our
tour experts follow hill and tribe and water and wind to bring this one-of-a-kind sailing adventure to our guests.
• Spice Traders to Bugis Shipbuilders with Jeffrey Mellefont: Can you believe these
massive vessels are built by hand? The Spice Trading and Ship Building histories go hand
in hand in Indonesia and there is no one better equipped to guide us through this labyrinth
than maritime expert and seasoned Indonesian traveler, Jeffrey Mellefont. As always, lots of
opportunities for discovery under water as well as a cool drink and a comfortable lounge at
the ready.
• Raja Ampat, Snorkeling and Paddling: Enjoy 8-days or 10-days paddling, swimming,
snorkeling, kayaking, relaxing and reveling in the waters of this world famous region of incredible bio-diversity. Our expert guides will share all the best-kept secrets of these pristine
and tropical waters where marine life is arguably the most fascinating and abundant in the
world. Let us know if you’d like to dive and we will arrange it.

